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Quantum coherence is the key resource for quantum technology, with applications in quantum optics,
information processing, metrology, and cryptography. Yet, there is no universally efficient method for
quantifying coherence either in theoretical or in experimental practice. I introduce a framework for
measuring quantum coherence in finite dimensional systems. I define a theoretical measure which satisfies
the reliability criteria established in the context of quantum resource theories. Then, I present an
experimental scheme implementable with current technology which evaluates the quantum coherence of an
unknown state of a d-dimensional system by performing two programmable measurements on an ancillary
qubit, in place of the Oðd2Þ direct measurements required by full state reconstruction. The result yields a
benchmark for monitoring quantum effects in complex systems, e.g., certifying nonclassicality in quantum
protocols and probing the quantum behavior of biological complexes.
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Introduction.—While harnessing quantum coherence is a
matter of routine in delivering quantum technology [1–5],
and the quantum optics rationale rests on creation and
manipulation of coherence [6], there is no universally
efficient route to measure the amount of quantum coherence
carried by the state of a system in dimension d > 2. It is
customary to employ quantifiers tailored to the scenario of
interest, i.e., of not general employability, expressed in terms
of ad hoc entropic functions, correlators, or functions of the
off-diagonal density matrix coefficients (if available) [7–9].
Quantum information theory provides the framework for

addressing the problem. Physical laws are interpreted as
restrictions on the accessible quantum states and opera-
tions, while the properties of physical systems are the
resources that one must consume to perform a task under
such laws [10]. An algorithmic characterization of quantum
coherence as a resource and a set of bona fide criteria for
coherence monotones have been identified [7,11,12]. Also,
coherence has been shown to be related to the asymmetry of
a quantum state [13,14]. On the experimental side, the
scalability of the detection scheme is a major criterion in
developing witnesses and measures of coherence, as we
are interested in exploring the quantum features of highly
complex macrosystems, e.g., multipartite quantum registers
and networks. Therefore, it is desirable to have a coherence
measure which is both theoretically sound and experimen-
tally appealing.
Here, I introduce a measure of quantum coherence for

states of finite dimensional systems.The quantity satisfies the
properties of reliable coherence quantifiers, and it is easy to
compute, not involving any optimization. Also, it has a lower
bound which is experimentally observable. The detection
of quantum coherence does not require reconstruction of

the full density matrix of the state, but it relies upon the
estimation of quadratic functionals of the density matrix
coefficients. I propose a schemewhich is readily implement-
able with current quantum technology, e.g., in an all-optical
setup [6]. Regardless of the dimensionality d of the system,
the protocol requires us to realize two programmable
measurements [15–20], which are basic operations in quan-
tum information, on an ancillary qubit which undergoes
a unitary interaction with the system under scrutiny. An
alternative scheme requiringOðdÞmeasurements overcomes
the implementation of multipartite controlled gates.
Measure of coherence: theory.—In a quantum measure-

ment, we observe wavelike probability distributions of
outcomes. In particular, the uncertainty of a measurement is
twofold [21,22]. First, an inherently classical indetermi-
nacy is brought about by the ignorance about the state
of the system, being quantified by its mixedness. Second,
a quantum uncertainty is due to the fact that the state is
changed by the measurement. The quantum coherence of
the state embodies the latter contribution to the unpredict-
ability of the outcome. A state ρ is left invariant by
measuring an observable K (assumed bounded and non-
degenerate) if and only if it does not show coherence in
the K eigenbasis, being an eigenstate or a mixture of
eigenstates of the observable, i.e., ½ρ; K� ¼ 0 [23].
A quantitative characterization to the above argument is

the following. I define the K coherence of a d-dimensional
state ρ as the quantum coherence it carries when measuring
K. For a pure state jϕi, the uncertainty on the outcome,
which is exclusively due to quantum coherence, can be
safely measured by the variance Vðjϕi; KÞ. Given
the spectral decomposition K ¼ kijkiihkij, we have
Vðjϕi;KÞ¼P

ik
2
i ðKiϕ−K2

iϕÞ−
P

i≠jkikjKiϕKjϕ, which is
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a non-negative function of the coherence terms
Kiϕ ¼ jhϕjkiij2. For a mixed state ρ ¼ P

ipijϕiihϕij;P
ipi ¼ 1, the situation is more complex. The variance is

now affected by the state mixedness. We can formally split
it in a quantum and a classical part: Vðρ; KÞ ¼ VQðρ; KÞ þ
VCðρ; KÞ [21]. Coherence is then related to the truly
quantum share VQðρ; KÞ, obtained filtering out the uncer-
tainty VCðρ; KÞ due to mixing. Thus, we search for a
measure which is non-negative (it is a measure of uncer-
tainty), zero if and only if states and observable commute
(faithful), convex (nonincreasing undermixing), and bound-
ing from below the variance, being equal to it for pure states.
A class of functions which enjoy all these properties is given
by the Wigner-Yanase-Dyson skew information [24]

VQðρ;KÞ¼Ipðρ;KÞ¼−1=2Trf½ρp;K�½ρ1−p;K�g; 0<p<1:

ð1Þ

For technical convenience, I fix p ¼ 1=2 (from now on, the
index is dropped) and prove that
Result 1.—The skew information Iðρ; KÞ ¼

−1=2Trf½ ffiffiffi
ρ

p
; K�2g is a measure of the K coherence of

the state ρ.
Indeed, the skew information satisfies the bona fide

criteria for coherence monotones [7,11,12] (see proof
at the end). It was originally introduced to quantify the
quantum uncertainty in measurements under conservation
laws [24], and later investigated in quantum statistics
[21,25–28] and characterization of quantum correlations
[23,29]. For mixed states, the skew information can be
interpreted as the lower bound of the weighted statistical
uncertainty about K for any possible state preparation,
i.e., Iðρ; KÞ ≤ P

ipiVðjϕii; KÞ;∀fϕig. A numerical exam-
ple is presented in Fig. 1. Consistently, given a n-partite
system A1;2;…n, the local KAi

coherence is given by
IðρA1;A2;…;An

; IAi;A2;…;Ai−1
⊗ KAi

⊗ IAiþ1;Aiþ2;…;An
Þ [30].

It is noticeable that the skew information yields a
common framework for two quantum resources, i.e.,
coherence and asymmetry. The latter is the ability of a
state to act as a reference frame under a superselection rule,
being widely investigated in recent years [13,14,31–44].
One observes that asymmetry is the quantum coherence lost
by applying a phase shift with respect to the eigenbasis of a
“supercharge” Q [14,37]. Then, the quantity Iðρ; QÞ turns
out to be a full-fledged measure of asymmetry [45].
Experimental proposals.—In the laboratory, functionals

of the state density matrix are estimated by implementing
programmable measurements on an ancillary qubit [15–20].
The method has been applied to measure entanglement and
general quantum correlations without state reconstruction
[46,47]. Here, I employ it to evaluate the quantum coherence
of a state whose density matrix is unknown.
The square root terms prevent us from recasting the skew

information as a function of observables. Nevertheless,

it is possible to set a nontrivial lower bound. One has
1=2Trf½ρ; K�2g ≥ Trf½ ffiffiffi

ρ
p

; K�2g;∀ρ; K, and therefore,

Iðρ; KÞ ≥ ILðρ; KÞ ≥ 0;

ILðρ; KÞ ¼ −1=4Trf½ρ; K�2g: ð2Þ

Given the spectral decomposition ρ ¼ P
iλijψ iihψ ij,

the two quantities read Iðρ;KÞ¼ 1=2
P

ijð
ffiffiffiffi
λi

p
−

ffiffiffiffi
λj

p Þ2
×K2

ij;I
Lðρ;KÞ ¼ 1=4

P
ijðλi−λjÞ2K2

ij;Kij ¼ jhψ ijKjψ jij.
The inequality is satisfied if ð ffiffiffiffi

λi
p

−
ffiffiffiffi
λj

p Þ2≥1=2ðλi−λjÞ2;
∀i;j. Simplifying, one obtains

ffiffiffiffi
λi

p þ ffiffiffiffi
λj

p
≤

ffiffiffi
2

p
, which

is always true. Also, ILðρ; KÞ ¼ 0⇔Iðρ; KÞ ¼ 0. Note
that for pure states Vðρ; KÞ ¼ Iðρ; KÞ ¼ 2ILðρ; KÞ, while
for two-dimensional systems (qubits) the inequality
2ILðρ; KÞ ≥ Iðρ; KÞ holds.
The lower bound is experimentally measurable.

By defining the unitary transformation UKðtÞ ¼ eiKt

and calculating the Taylor expansion about t ¼ 0,
one has Tr½ρUKðtÞρU†

KðtÞ� ¼ Tr½ρ2� − ðTr½ρ2K2�−
Tr½ρKρK�Þt2 þ Oðt3Þ, and then ILðρ; KÞ ¼ 1

2t2 fTr½ρ2�−
Tr½ρUKðtÞρU†

KðtÞ�g þOðtÞ. The two terms admit an
expression in terms of observables. The purity equals the
mean value of the SWAP operator VAB ¼ P

ijjiAjBihjAiBj
applied to two state copies ρ1;2≡ρ: Tr½ρ2�¼Tr½V12ðρ1⊗ρ2Þ�
[16–20]. On the same hand, the overlap is given by
Tr½ρUKρU

†
K� ¼Tr½V12ðρ1⊗UK;2ρ2U

†
K;2Þ�.The mean value

FIG. 1 (color online). Coherence as quantum uncertainty. A
measurement implies two kinds of uncertainty. A classical one,
which is quantified by the state mixedness and is independent of
the measured observable; a quantum contribution to the uncer-
tainty, which is observable dependent and reflects the quantum
coherence of the state. The plot shows the uncertainty on the
measurement of the observable σz ¼ ð 1 0

0 −1 Þ in the qubit

ρ¼ ð1−pÞI2=2þpjψihψ j; jψi ¼ ð1= ffiffiffi
2

p Þðj0iþ j1iÞ; p∈ ½0;1�.
The red dashed line is the variance of the σz operator:
Vðρ; σzÞ ¼ hσz2iρ − hσzi2ρ. The blue continuous curve represents
the quantum coherence Iðρ; σzÞ. The green dotted curve depicts
the linear entropy SðρÞ ¼ 2 − 2Tr½ρ2�, which measures the
classical uncertainty. As expected by a coherence measure, the
skew information monotonically increases with p.
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of the SWAP is estimated by implementing the interferometers
in Fig. 2, where an ancillary qubit prepared in the arbitrary
states αP;Oin acts as the control state. Adding a controlled-SWAP

gate, the polarization of ancilla at the output gives the mean
value of the SWAP: hσziαPout ¼ Tr½αPinσz�Tr½V12ðρ1 ⊗ ρ2Þ�;
hσziαOout ¼ Tr½αOinσz�Tr½V12ðρ1 ⊗ U2;Kρ2U2;K

†Þ�. Hence,
Result 2.—The experimental evaluation of (a lower

bound of the) quantum coherence of an unknown state
in a d-dimensional system requires two programmable
measurements on an ancillary qubit.
Quantum coherence is measurable by means of two

measurements only, while tomographic state reconstruction
would require Oðd2Þ direct measurements on the system.
For quantum gates acting on qubits, i.e., the building
blocks of quantum algorithms, any observable is defined
by K ¼ ~n · ~σ; j~nj ¼ 1, being ~σ ¼ fσig the Pauli matrices.
Thus, one obtains the simplified expression ILðρ; KÞ ¼
1
2
fTr½ρ2� − Tr½ρUKðθÞjθ¼π=2ρU

†
KðθÞjθ¼π=2�g.

The controlled gate may be cumbersome to implement.
It is, then, useful to work out an alternative scheme. It is
known that the purity can be evaluated by applying twice
the “

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
SWAP

p
” operator

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
VAB

p ¼ ð1= ffiffiffi
2

p ÞðId2 − iVABÞ in
parallel to the ancilla and each copy of the state [49]. I
generalize such a protocol to measure the overlap of two
arbitrary states and to build an alternative detection scheme
of quantum coherence (Fig. 3, proof at the end of the
main text). The outcomes of projective measurements
over a basis fjiihijg; i ¼ 1;…; d, made on the output state
of the ancilla in each of the three interferometric configu-
rations in Fig. 3, with additional measurements on the state
and the rotated state, Tr½Xjiihij�; X ¼ βP;O1;O2

out ; ρ; UKρU
†
K;

i ¼ 1; 2;…; d, determine both the purity and overlap terms.
In conclusion:
Result 2/bis.—The experimental detection of (a lower

bound of the) quantum coherence of an unknown state in a
d-dimensional system requires OðdÞ projective measure-
ments on an ancillary qudit and the system itself.
The strategy still enjoys a polynomial advantage against

state tomography.
Discussion.—I introduced a model-independent quanti-

tative characterization of quantum coherence for states

FIG. 2 (color online). Detection of quantum coherence. The
experiment consists in performing two programmable measure-
ments on an ancillary qubit in an interferometric configuration.
The density matrix of the state is not directly accessible (depicted
in red), while the other elements (blue) are built at our
convenience. Top: The network evaluates the state purity
Tr½ρ2�. An ancillary control qubit in the initial state αPin undergoes
the application of a Hadamard gateH ¼ ð1= ffiffiffi

2
p Þð 1 1

1 −1Þ, followed
by an interacting controlled-V12 gate applied to the ancilla and
the state copies: CV12

¼ð Id2 0d2

0d2 V12
Þ;V12¼ð1=dÞðId2þ(1=ðd−1Þ)×P

iτi⊗τiÞ, where fτig are the normalized d-dimensional
Gell-Mann matrices f ~σig: τi ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiðdðd − 1Þ=2Þp
~σi. The SWAP

can be recast in terms of projectors P�
12 ¼ 1

2
ðId2 � V12Þ ¼

(ðd� 1Þ=2d)Id2 � ½1=(2ðd − 1Þ)�Piτi ⊗ τi on the (anti-)sym-
metric subspaces, which are employable observables in optical
setups. Note, also, that any d gate is decomposable in a sequence
of one-qubit and two-qubit controlled-NOT transformations [48].
A second Hadamard gate is finally applied to the ancilla.
The mean value of the ancilla polarization, which corresponds
to the visibility of the interferometer, is given by hσziαPout ¼
Tr½αPinσz�Tr½V12ρ1 ⊗ ρ2� ¼ Tr½αPinσz�Tr½ρ2�. Bottom: The very
same scheme is applied, but a copy of the state is rotated
by the unitary gate UK before the interaction is switched
on. The ancilla polarization is then hσziαOout ¼ Tr½αOinσz�
×Tr½V12ðρ1 ⊗ U2;Kρ2U

†
2;KÞ� ¼ Tr½αOinσz�Tr½ρ1U2;Kρ2U

†
2;K�.

FIG. 3 (color online). Alternative scheme for the detection of
quantum coherence (full details in the proof). Here d projective
measurements are performed on an ancillary qudit. The state is
not directly accessible (depicted in red), while the network
elements (blue) are built at our convenience. Top: The network
evaluates the state purity Tr½ρ2�. A ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

V1β

p
gate is applied to an

ancilla βPin and a copy of the state ρ1, followed by a second
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Vβ2

p
gate applied to the ancilla and the second state copy. Projective
measurements on an arbitrary basis jiihij; i ¼ 1;…; d in the
output state of the ancilla βPout, and on the input state (not
depicted), estimate the mean value of the purity Tr½ρ2�. Center and
Bottom: The same scheme is employed, but a copy of the state is
rotated by the unitary gate UK before the interaction with the
ancilla. The scheme is repeated by switching the two target states.
Projective measurements at the output state of the ancilla βO1;O2

out ,
on the initial state, and on the rotated state (not depicted),
determine the mean value of the overlap Tr½ρUKρU

†
K �.
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of finite dimensional systems. At the theoretical level,
the skew information quantifies coherence as the genu-
inely quantum uncertainty of a measurement. The signifi-
cance of the proposed experimental schemes rests on
their scalability and generality, outperforming protocols
based on state reconstruction. The result also suggests a
new approach, based on information geometry [50], for
studying open quantum systems. I proved, here, that the
skew information is the geometric entity which describes
coherence. This quantity belongs to the family of
Riemannian metrics on the statistical manifold of quantum
states which are monotonically decreasing under quantum
channels [51]. Then, the evolution of such a metric (and
related higher order tensors) may help monitor quantum
backflow of information in non-Markovian dynamics and
the supraclassical efficiency of energy transport mecha-
nisms in biological complexes [5,52,53], shaping our
knowledge of quantum memory effects in open systems.
Proof of Result 1.—(i) The skew information is a

faithful measure of coherence. It is convex, non-negative
[24], and vanishes if and only if the state is incoherent. The
latter is defined as a state whose density matrix is diagonal
in a given basis. By definition, Iðρ; KÞ ¼ 0⇔½ρ; K� ¼ 0,
i.e., state and observable diagonalize in the same
eigenbasis, Q.E.D. (ii) It is monotonically nonincreasing
under incoherent operations, which are expressed by
a set of Kraus operators fKng such that

P
nK

†
nKn ¼

I; K†
nIKKn ⊂ IK;∀n, where IK is the set of incoherent

states with respect to fjkiig. Indeed, the skew information
Iðρ; KÞ does not increase on average by a von Neumann
measurement of K:

P
npnIðKnρK

†
n; KÞ ≤ Iðρ; KÞ [54].

The result and the convexity of the skew information proves
the monotonicity for completely positive trace preserving
(CPTP) incoherent maps, and that, for any incoherent
state ρIK

, one has IðK†
nρIK

Kn; KÞ ¼ 0;∀n. I provide
an alternative constructive argument for the class of
K-invariant operations, which is a subset of the CPTP
ones [7]. The skew information of a bipartite state ρAB
satisfies IðρAB; KA ⊗ IBÞ ≥ IðTrB½ρAB�; KAÞ;∀K. A
K-invariant channel on a system A takes the form
EK
A ðρAÞ ¼ TrB½VK

ABðρA ⊗ τBÞVK†
AB�, where VK

AB is a K-
invariant unitary, i.e., VK

ABðKA ⊗ IB þ IA ⊗ KBÞVK†
AB ¼

KA ⊗ IB þ IA ⊗ KB, and τB ∈ IK . One then obtains
IðρA;KAÞ¼IðρA⊗τB;KA⊗IBþIA⊗KBÞ¼I ½ρA⊗τB;VK

AB

ðKA⊗IB þ IA⊗KBÞVK†
AB� ¼ I ½VK†

ABðρA⊗τBÞVK
AB;KA⊗IBþ

IA⊗KB�≥IfTrB½VK†
ABðρA⊗τBÞVK

AB�;KAg¼I ½EKA
A ðρAÞ;KA�,

Q.E.D. (iii) One may, further, demand monotonicity under
classical encoding: IðPnpnK

†
n;AρAKn;A ⊗ jnihnjB;KA ⊗

IBÞ≤ IðρA;KAÞ; jnihnj∈ IK (criterion C2c of [7]).
The property is satisfied, since IðPnpnK

†
n;AρAKn;A⊗

jnihnjB;KA⊗IBÞ≤
P

npnIðK†
n;AρAKn;A;KA Þ ≤ IðρA;KAÞ,

Q.E.D.

Proof of Result 2/bis.—Here, I prove that the schemes
in Fig. 3 evaluate the overlap of two arbitrary density
matrices ρA;B, generalizing Ref. [49]. Result 2/bis is then
a case study with ρA;B ¼ ρ (Top scheme), ρA ¼ ρ; ρB ¼
UKρU

†
K (Center) and ρA ¼ UKρU

†
K; ρB ¼ ρ (Bottom).

The steps of the protocol are (i) Preparation of the input
states: a d-dimensional ancilla (in a pure state, for
simplicity) and two d-dimensional states whose density
matrices are, respectively, β ¼ ð1=dÞðId þ ~xβ · ~τÞ; j~xβj ¼ 1;
ρA ¼ ð1=dÞðId þ ~xA · ~τÞ; ρB ¼ ð1=dÞðId þ ~xB · ~τÞ. The goal
is to determine Tr½ρAρB� ¼ ð1=dÞð1þ ðd − 1Þ~xA · ~xBÞ.
(ii) Application of the gate

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
VAβ

p ¼ ð1= ffiffiffi
2

p ÞðId2 − iVAβÞ
to the state ρA and the ancilla β. The resulting
marginal state of the ancilla at this intermediate stage
is given by βint¼ð1=dÞðIdþ~yβ ·~τÞ, where ~yβ¼1

2
ð~xAþ

~xβþðd−1Þ~xA∧~xβÞ and ∧ is the exterior product.
(iii) Implementation of the second

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
VβB

p
gate to the

ancilla and the state ρB. The output state of the ancilla
reads βout ¼ ð1=dÞðId þ ~zβ · ~τÞ, with ~zβ ¼ 1

2
ð~xB þ ~yβþ

ðd − 1Þ~yβ∧~xBÞ. (iv) Performing a complete set of d
projective measurements over a basis fjiihij ¼ ρi;
i ¼ 1; 2;…d on the output state of the ancilla. A clever
choice is such that the pure state β ¼ jiβihiβj is an element
of the basis: Tr½βjiihij� ¼ δiiβ . The outcome of each
measurement is SiAB ¼ Tr½βout~xi · ~τ� ¼ ðd − 1Þ~zβ · ~xi ¼
d−1
2
ð~xB · ~xi þ ~xA·~xiþ~xβ ·~xi

2
Þ þ ðd−1Þ2

4
ð~xA∧~xβ · ~xi þ ~xA∧~xB · ~xiþ

~xβ∧~xB · ~xiÞ þ ðd−1Þ3
4

½ð~xA∧~xβÞ∧~xB · ~xi�. (v) Repetition of
the protocol by interchanging ρA; ρB, obtaining the term
SiBA. One then has SiABþSiBA ¼ (ðd−1Þ=4)½3ð~xA · ~xiþ
~xB · ~xiÞþ2δiiβ �þ ½(ðd−1Þ3)=4�½ð~xA∧~xβÞ∧~xB · ~xiþð~xB∧~xβÞ
∧~xA · ~xi�. After some algebra (see Appendix of [49]
for the case A ¼ B), one obtains ð~xA∧~xβÞ∧~xB · ~xiþ
ð~xB∧~xβÞ∧~xA · ~xi ¼ ½1=(ðd− 1Þ2)�½2ð~xA · ~xBÞδiiβ − ð~xA · ~xiÞ×
ð~xB · ~xiβÞ− ð~xB · ~xiÞð~xA · ~xiβÞ�. (vi) Additional d projective
measurements on ρA;B have outcomes SiA;B;β ¼
ðd − 1Þ~xA;B;β · ~xi. The overlap is then determined by:

~xA · ~xB ¼
Xd
i¼1

�
2ðSiAB þ SiBAÞ − 3=2ðSiA þ SiBÞ

þ 1

2ðd − 1Þ ðS
i
AS

iβ
B þ SiBS

iβ
A Þ
�
− 1: ð3Þ

The method requires 5d measurements (to obtain
SAB; SBA; SA; SB, for the overlap, and SAA for the purity).
Allowing for interacting gates between ρA;B, the task requires
4d measurements. In such a case, the protocol has to
be run setting β ¼ ρB ¼ ρ; ρA ¼ UKρUK

†, then switching
to β ¼ ρB ¼ UKρUK

†; ρA ¼ ρ, and, finally, making d pro-
jective measurements on ρA;B.
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